
Anand Tutorials is a leading name in tutoring services in Jabalpur,
Indore, Bhopal, and Gwalior in M.P. and Nagpur in Maharashtra. As
In-home tutoring experts, our focus is on the overall growth and
development of your child by offering academic subjects and helping
develop their communication and interpersonal skills from a young age.

For us, tutoring is not just a profession but our passion. With over 5000
skilled faculty of private tutors or home tutors, we believe in focused
learning and maintaining good student-teacher relations where students
feel free to raise their queries and doubts.

We offer tutoring services for
❖ LKG to 12th std.,
❖ practical training in Spoken English,
❖ Chemistry, Physics, and Biology for NEET aspirants,
❖ Physics, Chemistry, and Maths for JEE.
❖ Computer Applications,
❖ Sociology
❖ Physical education
❖ Psychology
❖ Humanities
❖ Political science
❖ Economics
❖ Business studies
❖ Accountancy
❖ Biology, Chemistry, and Physics tuition
❖ Civics, Geography, and History tuition
❖ Science Olympiad tuition
❖ Mathematics Olympiad tuition
❖ Sanskrit tuition
❖ Computer Tuition
❖ Environment Science Tuition
❖ Science Tuition
❖ Mathematics Tuition
❖ Social Studies tuition
❖ Hindi Tuition
❖ English Tuition



❖ Quantitative aptitude
❖ General Awareness
❖ Reasoning
❖ Sainik entrance exam preparation
❖ Navoday School Preparation
❖ French Tutoring

A good tutor is one who can adapt to students' needs, is flexible with
their teaching or tutoring style, and is patient with weak students. This is
what you’ll get when you choose home tuition with us.

Why choose us:

We are a team of dedicated and qualified tutors working all over

India to provide the best quality education to back up your child’s

school curriculum in their primary and secondary years as well as

offer a variety of assessment methods to evaluate the student’s

performance from time to time. We work in collaboration with

parents to keep a detailed track of the child’s progression and help

where they are lacking in a professional and respectful manner. So,

enroll your child with Anand tutorials now. It’s a promise, you won’t

regret it.

Class LKG to UKG:

Elementary education is the core of a child’s development. So, there

is no chance of going wrong in this. Hence, we offer tutoring services

that are interactive, fun, and engaging.



Hindi: Hindi is our mother tongue, so learning to read, write and

speak the language is important for kids. Our tutor use block games,

interactive videos, and audio clips to teach kids in a fun way.

English: English is the primary language used all over the world.

Learning the language from a young age puts kids at advantage and

at par with students across the globe.

Maths: Our tutors focus on basic maths problems and aim to teach

the kids the foundation of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division, and counting numbers and other basics.

EVS: Environmental science is an important subject for the holistic

development of young kids. The tutoring services of our qualified

tutors make sure to inculcate good habits, manners, and perspectives

of the world.

Class 1st to 5th Private tutoring:

Primary education is the base for your child’s educational journey.

With Anand tutorials, you’ll get a private tutor with a caring, patient,

and persistent attitude that will help your child develop discipline

and a sense of direction. We curate our curriculum aligned with a

recognized board of education for students to get in-depth

knowledge.

Hindi: The curriculum of Hindi literature and Hindi language is a bit

advanced offering stories, poetry, and grammar to learn. So, we

provide skilled tutors that have in-depth knowledge and experience

in the subject.



English: English is the primary language used all over the world.

Learning the language from a young age puts kids at advantage and

at par with students across the globe.

Maths: Learning complex maths problems, tables, word problems, and

numerals questions helps students develop their reasoning and

problem-solving skills.

EVS: Learning EVS helps students be aware of their natural,

physical, social, and cultural issues and help them connect with their

surroundings.

Science: Learning science at this early stage helps the students gain

the ability to ask questions, collect information, organize and test

their ideas, solve problems, and apply what they learn.

Social Science: Our tutors focus on this subject in order to develop

the kids’ knowledge about places, cultures, and events around the

world, what conspired to make them the way they are, and can make

inferences about how the rest of the world works.

Sanskrit: Sanskrit is the base of many languages like Hindi, English,

French, Spanish, etc. So, we have specially qualified tutors that can

help grasp the subject thoroughly.

Computer: It is proved that Computer science education helps

students be familiar with new technology and rapidly growing

development in society.

Class 6th to 8th:



This is a very delicate year in the child’s development when they’re

in 6th to 8th grades. The development of every child is unique and

dynamic. However, most students at this age struggle with a sense

of identity and direction. They are more focused on peer relations

and tend to give minimal feedback to parents.

English Literature: English literature is the primary language used all

over the world. Learning the language from a young age puts kids at

advantage and at par with students across the globe.

English Language: In this subject, our private tutors focus on

developing the student's command of grammar and spoken English to

help them communicate better.

Hindi literature and Language: The curriculum of Hindi literature and

Hindi language is a bit advanced offering stories, poetry, and

grammar to learn. So, we provide skilled tutors that have in-depth

knowledge and experience in the subject.

Maths: Learning complex maths problems, tables, word problems, and

numerals questions helps students develop their reasoning and

problem-solving skills.

Science: Learning science at this early stage helps the students gain

the ability to ask questions, collect information, organize and test

their ideas, solve problems, and apply what they learn.

Social Science: Our tutors focus on this subject in order to develop

the kids’ knowledge about places, cultures, and events around the



world, what conspired to make them the way they are, and can make

inferences about how the rest of the world works.

Sanskrit: Sanskrit is the base of many languages like Hindi, English,

French, Spanish, etc. So, we have specially qualified tutors that can

help grasp the subject thoroughly.

General knowledge: General Knowledge is the subject that teaches

students to increase their knowledge and grasp information about

the events happening in the domestic country and outside as well.

EVS: Learning EVS helps students be aware of their natural,

physical, social, and cultural issues and help them connect with their

surroundings.

Computer: It is proved that Computer science education helps

students be familiar with new technology and rapidly growing

development in society.

Math Olympiad: National and international math olympiads are exams

that test the student's mathematical abilities, help them take a

keen interest in the subject and travel for maths competitions, and

meet other talented students leading to boost their confidence and

bringing opportunities their way.

Science Olympiad: Science olympiad focuses on students that have a

good grasp of the concepts of the subject and has logical and

critical thinking skills. Hence, our tutors at Anand tutorials focus on

concept-based learning and help them develop good standing in such

competitions.



Class 9th to 10th:

During the teenage years of students when there are so many

distractions around them, the grounds for their education should be

more solid so that they can grow up to become great personalities.

So, Anand tutorials offer you home tutoring that is organized and

forward-thinking but at the same time engaging and approachable.

For the class of 9th and 10th, we pay special attention to their

growth and interest so that they’re ready to decide their career

path later in 11th and 12th.

English Literature: English literature is the primary language used all

over the world. Learning the language from a young age puts kids at

advantage and at par with students across the globe.

English Language: In this subject, our private tutors focus on

developing the student's command of grammar and spoken English to

help them communicate better.

Hindi literature: Our home tutors ensure strong literary skills in the

subject to help the students have a skilled grasp of their mother

tongue.

Hindi language: The Hindi language is a bit advanced offering stories,

poetry, and grammar to learn. So, we provide skilled tutors that have

in-depth knowledge and experience in the subject.

Maths: Algebra, trigonometry, mensuration, statistics, graphs,

coordinate geometry, and number system helps students from 9th to

10th helps students shift their standard of the subject into

abstract concepts and topics.



Physics: Motion, forces, heat, energy, electricity, magnetism, waves,

light, sound, electronics, and nuclear physics help the students cover

the traditional concepts of Physics.

Chemistry: Branch of science that studies the structure of

substances and what happens to them in different conditions. It

requires skilled tutors to provide a good understanding of

fundamentals.

Biology: Biology is a fun and easy subject if you know the right way

to study it. Our tutoring services offer interactive and engaging

teaching styles to develop the interest of the students.

Geography: Geography is the subject that helps the students

explore and understand space and land. Our home tutors help

students understand the culture, political systems, economies,

different countries, and their interdependence.

History: History experts have a great impact on the world. It is a

very interesting subject that helps us understand the generations

lived ahead of us, understanding past life, culture, and traditions,

and how the world use to work with limited resources.

Civics: Civics is the study of the role of government and the citizens

of the country and their impact on one another. It enhances the

feeling of patriotism in students and makes them aware of their

rights and responsibility as a citizen.

Computer: It is proved that Computer science education helps

students be familiar with new technology and rapidly growing



development in society. Thus, our home tutors pay special attention

to this subject and develop the student's awareness about the

dynamic surrounding the world of technology the right way.

Class 11th and 12th:

We, at Anand tutorials, understand that classes of 11th and 12th are

very crucial years of a student’s life. It is a stepping stone in their

respective careers as well as in society. That’s why we offer quality

home tuition that focuses on encouraging students to ask

open-ended questions, be curious about different careers,

developing decision-making skills. Our private tutors are honest,

empathetic, and good listeners who will always stand beside the

students to motivate and encourage them to choose their right

career options, whether in science, maths, or commerce.

Mathematics: Our private tutors provide an effective way of

building mental ability and enhancing logical and critical reasoning

with the teaching of Maths subject.

Physics: For students who want to appear for various competitive

examinations, Physics is an important subject. It helps the students

learn how the world works; to help develop theories and

experiments.

Chemistry: Branch of science that studies the structure of

substances and what happens to them in different conditions. It

requires skilled tutors to provide a good understanding of

fundamentals.



Biology: Biology is a fun and easy subject if you know the right way

to study it. Our tutoring services offer interactive and engaging

teaching styles to develop the interest of the students.

Accountancy: Our tutoring services have excellent faculty of

commerce tutors that help students understand the management in

business planning, decision-making, and exercising control.

Business study: Our tutors curate their teaching style such that it

explains the different processes, functions, and principles of

business studies thoroughly to the students in order to develop a

great foundation.

Economics: Studying with Anand tutorials helps students build a

thorough understanding of economic theories, improve their study

and grasp statistical knowledge to score well in the exams.

Political science: Our tutors prepare students for various career

options such as journalism, international affairs, law, teaching, and

politics by teaching them about social, economical, and political

issues of the country.

Humanities: Our private tutors curate their subject matter such

that it helps students understand, produce, appreciate art, music,

theatre, and literature, etc.

Psychology: This is considered to be a scoring subject. Our tutors

prepare well-revised notes and study materials to help students

grasp the concepts properly and take a greater interest in the

subject.



Sociology: Sociology is a subject that represents general principles

of the social life of people and social interactions. We have tutors

with great communication and interpersonal skills to teach this

subject to help students understand groups, social actions, and

subject matter.

Physical Education: Our tutors in physical education encourage

students to prioritize their physical well-being as well as their

studies. The private tutors at Anand tutorials teach how to achieve

daily physical activity and a personalized level of fitness.

Computer: It is proved that Computer science education helps

students be familiar with new technology and rapidly growing

development in society. Thus, our home tutors pay special attention

to this subject and develop the student's awareness about the

dynamic surrounding the world of technology the right way.

Chemistry to crack NEET:

It has been observed that Chemistry is a subject most NEET

aspirants have a hard time cracking. So, we offer tutors with an

in-depth grasp of the subject, and good tutoring skills that make

Chemistry relatable and complex concepts simpler to understand.

Anand tutorials provide students with mock paper practices and

doubt-clearing sessions in the latest NEET exam format to

familiarise the students with the difficulty level of the exam in

question and understand the derivation in their current

performance, then help the students in the weak areas.



Physics to crack NEET:

For students who find Physics difficult to understand, we provide

practical methods of teaching with presentations, and interactive

audio and video clips to make the students understand with examples

and understand the concepts thoroughly.

Biology to crack NEET:

To ensure a good understanding of the subject of biology by the

students, our home tutors have in-depth knowledge of the subject

and how to teach in an effective manner, clearly answer all doubts,

and create a lively discussion environment.

Physics to crack JEE:

At Anand Tutorials, we have private tutors that have a sound

understanding of scientific rules and methods. They have excellent

instructional skills and they believe in leaving no students behind.

Chemistry to crack JEE:

Home tutoring Chemistry is a challenge as most of the concepts in

Chemistry are lab-based. Hence, home tutors at Anand Tutorials

have positive, patient, and approachable attitudes and they’re eager

to experiment with their style of tutoring from time to time.

Maths to crack JEE:

To ensure a good understanding of the subject of mathematics by

the students, our home tutors have in-depth knowledge of the



subject and how to teach in an effective manner, clearly answer all

doubts, and create a lively discussion environment.

Spoken English:

The English language is a major language written and spoken around

the world. Being fluent in the subject puts our kids directly

competitive on a global level and opens doors for opportunities like

never before. That’s why we give extra attention to the

communication skills of the students and help them enhance their

personalities and confidence to express their thoughts freely.

Tutors at Anand Tutorials offer you a collaborative approach to

teaching the students to enhance their spoken skills with activities

like group discussions, presentations, etc.

Online Classes:

After the outbreak of the pandemic COVID 19, the culture of online

classes has rapidly increased and Anand Tutorials is not far behind

in adopting this method of teaching. We offer online classes all over

the globe to Indian and foreign students with the same vigor and

enthusiasm that we teach our offline classes/home tuitions. The top

ten countries where we teach students, online classes-

● United States

● United Kingdom

● Sweden

● Canada

● Germany

● Australia



● France

● Russia

● Denmark

● Brazil


